You helped 17,000 children and families last year.
Thank you!
Dear Friend,

These are challenging times, but thanks to you our mission continues strong. Together we are helping thousands of children, teens, and families exit systems and achieve their aspirations of love, belonging and independence. We would not be able to do this most important work without you!

In addition to serving alongside families in their quest for independence, dignity, and safety, we are also committed to using our voice and expertise to impact issues that affect our communities directly, and indirectly impact all New Yorkers. Your support enables us to:

- **Help students who have fallen behind in their education due to the pandemic’s impact on their schools.** These former students have not reengaged in meaningful education, and many are also implicated in some of the public safety concerns identified in our neighborhoods. We cannot ignore them and we must do more to ensure that they are engaged and given every opportunity to succeed. We meet regularly with elected officials and work with our many NYC school-based programs to make sure students return to class, catch up, and do not fall through the cracks.

- **Call for change to the dated homeless shelter referral system.** New York City cares deeply for its people. We have many shelters doing extraordinary work, but the system is overwhelmed. The process to find an appropriate shelter can be incredibly hard to navigate, especially for a teenager. Addressing this can help teens obtain accurate information that gets them the help they need quickly.

- **Advocate for more meaningful and measurable progress in the affordable housing pipeline.** Where you live and where your children go to school is lifechanging for all of us. As we have seen with our Harlem Building and The Eliza in Manhattan, it takes 3-5 years to develop a building with the safety, beauty, and affordability that New Yorkers deserve. Our young people ought to have integrated housing. No more unsafe living spaces in high-crime neighborhoods with mediocre schools and poor access to transportation! We continue to prove that better options can be developed.

We are honored to serve young people and their families every single day and are proud that our voice is changing the discussion and driving meaningful change for our youth, families, and staff. If more of these changes are enacted system-wide, we will have an opportunity to fundamentally change the solutions available to future generations. Thank you for making this most important work possible!

Sincerely,

Jamie Marley
Chair of the Board of Directors

Jeremy C. Kohomban, PhD
President and CEO

LETTER FROM OUR CHAIR AND PRESIDENT
WE BELIEVE THAT:

- All people deserve the opportunity to reach their full potential.
- Families belong together whenever possible.
- We should celebrate diversity and its power to enrich us all.
- The presence of at least one caring, committed adult is a non-negotiable requirement for a child’s success.
- Housing should be safe, beautiful, and affordable.
- A high-quality education empowers children to create a brighter future.
- Trusting our youth and families to guide our work is critical.

We work to keep children safe and families together.

THE VILLAGE IN ACTION

Your support allows us to work with youth and their families in a variety of ways.

Short-term Residential Supports include treatment and family reunification for teens experiencing behavioral and psychiatric crisis, homes for expectant mothers and babies, and family reunification for unaccompanied migrant children.

Prevention and Aftercare Services include our hallmark WAY aftercare program, mentoring initiatives for young people and families, and in-home counseling services that help keep families together.

We Strengthen Families and Communities through in-school supports, community centers, homes and services for young parents, family finding and reunification, foster care and adoption, emergency shelters for teens, and building housing that is safe, affordable, and beautiful.
I struggled a lot growing up. My father wasn’t around, and that put a lot of stress on my family. I ended up spending time away from them in residential care, but when I was discharged I still needed help to make sure my mom and I could get along. The STEP Aftercare Program worked with both of us to build skills that we could use to process our emotions in a healthy way, and now we’re closer than ever. Our favorite skill to talk about together is radical acceptance. My family and all families experience pain, but how my mom and I choose to deal with that is what’s important. We accept that things haven’t been perfect, but we are learning the skills we need to keep making things better and we’re having fun along the way!

-Misael

99% of youth in our STEP Aftercare program attend school and live with family.

100% of youth in our Preventive Services program are in school and/or employed and have no criminal behaviors.
I’ve always loved learning, and at CV I feel like I’ve been able to explore my passions and thrive. You can usually find me reading a good book, coding in the Technology Hub, or solving a Rubik’s Cube (I just beat my record of 15 seconds!). Thanks to my mom advocating for me, you can even find me taking the daily walk down to Dobbs Ferry High School where I’m a student and on the track team. In August I joined the Battle of the Books Tournament, leading the Dobbs Ferry team all the way to second place. I had to miss the final because CV took us on a once in a lifetime trip along the original route of the Freedom Rides on its 60th anniversary, but if I was there I’m sure we would have won! While I’m at CV, I want to continue doing what I love and learn as much as possible. I have a great opportunity here and want to make the most of it.

-Josiah
Our city cannot and should not have to weather yet another storm in the form of senseless gun violence. Families should not have to live in fear of losing their young people when they step outside their doors. All of us deserve safe streets. That’s why we were thrilled to partner with the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office for Operation Street Peace, a program designed to improve public safety by engaging youth in meaningful conversations, learning, and community-based activities that keep them in school, off the streets, and connected to those who love them – family! I’m inspired by the growth and openness our students are already showing and look forward to seeing them positively impacting their communities.

-Ed Reyes
Director of Family Initiatives

OPERATION STREET PEACE IS EMPOWERING YOUNG VOICES

young people benefitted from our programs in NYC schools, including individual and group counseling, Making Proud Choices, and crisis services.

100% of teens in our afterschool programs met their enrollment targets.
Being a new father isn’t easy! It was hard to adjust and know what my place was in the family. There was so much stigma around getting support too, but I knew that I needed help to make my family stronger and be a good role model for my son. Thankfully I found the Fatherhood Initiative at CV and have gone to every single session since I joined. I met other dads who were going through similar struggles and that helped me feel less alone. Some of the things we learned about working through underlying emotional issues and finding new parenting strategies literally changed my relationship with my family and we are in an amazing place. I cannot thank the fatherhood program enough for where I am today.

-Mr. Sabala

MR. SABALA IS BECOMING A ROLE MODEL FOR HIS SON

96% of families served by our community teams avoided separation.

95% of young people in our crisis intervention programs prevented hospitalization.
Operating Expenses:

- Programs: $108,618,500
- Management & General: $14,784,300
- Fundraising: $414,100

Total Operating Expenses: $123,816,900

Depreciation & Amortization: $4,257,800

88% of funds go directly to programs.

While most of our funds come from government contracts and grants, your support is often what allows us to operate and expand programs that would not exist without you, making a real difference in the lives of children and families.
DONORS

$500,000 and above
The Clark Foundation
Lone Pine Foundation

$100,000 - $499,999
Arabella Advisors Anonymous
Donor Fund
The Keith and Robinson Foundation
Charles and Marjorie Holloway Foundation, Inc.
Paul and Barbara Jenkel
Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption
The Pinkerton Foundation

$50,000 - $99,999
Judith Biggs
French-American Aid for Children
The Charles A. Frueauff Foundation
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Robert and Ardis James Foundation
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Thomas and Elizabeth Martin
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United Way of New York City
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William Morgan and Joanna Horowitz-Morgan
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The Goldie-Anna Charitable Trust
Michael Galler
William and Hope Hirtsh
Stephen and Katherine Howe
Jackson Lewis LLP
Peter and Joyce Kaplan
Kelley Dye and Warren LLP

$2,500 - $4,999
Lockton Companies, LLC
Locke Lord LLP
Christopher and Pam Loscher
James and Jacqueline Mann
Elizabeth Mark
Mt. Carmel Pharmacy
Armand and Janice Paguenn
Louis and Cathy Paglia
Yvonne Pollock
David and Martha Schwartz
Whitsons Culinary Group
Susan Wildman Foundation

$1,500 - $4,999
Henry and Diana Asher
Bank Street
Robert Belson
Broward Chase Management LLC
Maria Brisbane
Cafe Spice, LLC
Paula Chu
Peter and Jennifer Cieszko
Anonymous Individual Donations
Weston and Cendi Engram
Enterprise Fleet Management
GKE Construction
Theodore J. Goeth
Benjamin Golden
Ronald Heller
Daren Hang
David D. Howe
Hudson Park Capital Partners LLC
Hudson Gateway Realtor Foundation
Todd Jacobson
Kencal Maintenance Corporation
Lee ”Jason” Kyunggrin and Sara Ryo
Kevin and Shaye Life
Ronan and Andy Luka
MasterCard Worldwide
James McCarthy
Katherine McCombs
Diana Oliver
C. Jones Perry, Jr. and Syvilla Gross
Robert Robbin and Jean Murphy
Sekundy and Gay PLLC
Sidley Austin LLP
Noah Simon
Sabin and Indy Luka
Barbara Slutz
Tiger Tall Foundation
William Blair
Priscilla Wahlster

$1,000 - $2,499
Ernest and Kathryn Abrahamson
Aetna
Sabao Ahmad
Norm R. Alexander
Hamish and Olivia Allan
Ronald Allen
Tyler Anderson
James and Fern Babchak
Chantal Bacon
Jason Bazakos
David Barranco and Christie McDade
Laura Baseman
BlackRock, Inc.
Timothy Blenk
William and Robin Bradford
Markus Buri
Bettina Buschel
Caudroy Law, PLLC
Clayman and Rosenberg
Josh Cohen
Graeme Conway
Davidson Kemper
Melanie and Raphael Davis
Determined To Educate, Inc.
Michael Devins
Carlos Dominguez
Robert Donovan
Felice Freiman and Andy Eckstein
Taselli Eva
Harold and Heather Enrich
Essential Associates
Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies
Franklin Templeton Investments
Philips Entertainment
Elizabeth Genn
Robert and Lizi Gheewala
Peter and Andrea Ginsburg
Amanda Glattstein
Richard Gooi
Edward Howard and Funicle Gooding
I. Scott and Karen Gottlander
Gravitas Technology Services LLC
Chuck and Jennifer Greiner
James Hawke
Robert and Buffy Hallman
Jason and Jennifer Hoas
Steven and Leslie Heineman
Kenneth and Agnesann Herman
Jonathan and Judy Hoff
Ernest Howell
Jewish Community Relations Council, Inc.
Jonathan and Linda Kamen
Meredith Kane
Mark and Andrea Kaplan
Keane and Beanie P.C.
Robert and Jane Keller
Jonathan Kelly
Warren and Trudy Kent
Mandi Kerlin
Rex and Nancy Knight
David and Sarah Knox
David Koenigsberg and Ada Huang
Jeremy and Lisa Kohomban
Doug and Alice Kraus
James Lee
Rick Lesch and Katherine Lind
Edward Lorch
Lord, Abbot and Co.
Henry Luce Foundation, Inc.
William Masi
Mega Contracting Group, LLC
Elsie Mazers
Milo Kleinkleg Demand Associates, Inc.
Lee and Pam Miller
Kathleen Napolitano
Jennifer Petras
The Pifer Foundation
PWMCo Investment Management
Jackie Plumez
President Contracting
Evan Putnam
Susan Puttermann
RCA Asphalt
Michael and Sophia Roberts
Phil Rogers
Paige Rootoem
Philip and Sus Rosen
Rosin Steinhagen Mendel
Michael and Pamela Schoenen
Scanlon Club
H. Axel and Sara Lee Schupf
Michael and Mary Schwartz
Tammy Seibert
Aikast Shore
Michael Siegel
Ann Rose Simon
Shubhra Sivastava
Starbucks Foundation
Stephanie Stiefer
James Stroud
Studio Office Solutions, LLC
Bala and Susan Subramanian
Andrew and Ruth Suzman
Julie Thibault and Jason Webber
Walmart
Leslie Thorne
David Trick
Bruce and Margie Warwick
John and Marline Westfield
Charmayne Wang

$500 - $999
Idalia Agrambri
David Alexander
Charlotte Allyn
Thikshan Anurapalam
AXA Equitable
Marc Barrachin
Beachpoint Capital
Nina M. Beastial
Jeff and Barbara Becker
Matthew Beboide
Linda Beegle
Sarah Berman
Bert Drobbin Co.
David Drapkin
Paul and Lauren Blum
Ilya Borsaz
Charles Brady
The Candy Family
Shane and Kaitlan Cantwell
Fabio Cusi and Susan Tresler
Cyber Safe Solutions
Heidi and Neil Davidson
Javier and Katherine de la Garza
Daphine Torres-Douglas
Scott and Elizabeth Evans
Paul and Laura Feldman
Rei for Congregational Church
Gabrielle Gifford
Constance Grassi
Andy Grossman and Richard Bass
Priya Gupta
Justine Harris
Lindsay Hill
Mark and Jennifer Hirschman
Elizabeth Hury
Ken and Barbara Jackson
Evelyn Janke Foundation
Danielle Johnson
Clay Kaminisky
Andy and Jennifer Kaplan
Nicolas Kemper
Anthony & Ticia Kercado
Nancy Kennebourn
Kenneth Kirshenaum and Wendy Breitner
Stephen and Laura Kersen
Thomas Kyle
Greg Lakis
Otto Leinlauf
Daniel McDennis
Bert Drobbin Co.

Listed here are friends who supported our work during the past fiscal year (July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022). If we inadvertently omitted your name or made an error, please bring it to our attention at JLSoucek@childrensvillage.org.
Your support allowed us to advocate for human service workers across the sector to get the base pay and cost of living adjustments they deserve.
Your support enabled us to develop local nonprofit leaders in Iraq to help kids and families with healthcare and education as they seek to rebuild after years of conflict.
VOLUNTEERS & IN-KIND DONORS

VOLUNTEER GROUPS

A’s Angels
Ambac Financial
Central Baptist Church
Club Scout Pack 5
Deloitte
Dobbs Ferry PBA and Youth Services Council
Helping Hands for the Homeless & Hungry Inc.
HGAR
Houlihan Lawrence
HSBC
Interfaith Caring Community of Greenburgh
Iona Preparatory Students
Irvington Presbyterian Church
Liberty Mutual
Lockton Companies
Master Card Worldwide
Mercy
Monticello
Mt. Carmel Pharmacy
Neuberger Berman
Pace University
Prestige Brands
Pure Insurance
Questes, LLC
Scarsdale Rotary Club
St. Anthony of Padua Church
St. John the Less
St. John and Paul School
Strategies for Wealth
Susan Wildman Foundation
Temple Beth Shalom
Temple Emanuel
The Masters School
The Thursday Club
Westchester Correctional Facility
Woodlands Community Temple

INDIVIDUAL VOLUNTEERS

Gregg Ackerman
Charley Agrawalt
Mistie Albert
Akura Andoh
Jose Ariagga
Henry C. Asher
Raine Atrl
Mato Asfarita
Brian Bader
Peter Baldino
Paula Bartell
Daniela Bellantoni

Cynthia Leite
Joanne Levine
Galia Lianna
Kevin J. Li
Sophia Liu
Cian Lierena
Winder Lierena
Matt Lorch
Pamela Loscher
Debra Loveky
Monica Luchi
Bridget Madigan Sharp
Angelis Mangual
Andrew Mann
James E. Mann
George Matley
Jason Marma
Christina Marr
Donald Marru
Richie Martin
Thomas Martin
Susan Martinez
Simi Mathew
Christopher Matthews
Robert McCallister
Sharon McCarron-Doyle
Suazanne Menia
Adjoa Mensah
Anne Merleke
Mary Beth Merriman
Susan Metforler
Francesca Michel
Neil Middleton
Melinda Miller
Allred Willingham
Will Morgan
Daniel Morris
Julia Morison
Elena Moulit
Wendy Naidich
Stephanie Natiale
John Natiale
Benjamin New
Neheh Nicholas
Timothy Oh
Kathlyn O’Neal-Dunham
Olayide Oiyelu
Elaine Oubad
Anrand Pagamelli
Susan Panner Rosen
Jennifer Park
Richard Passov
Nicole Pemberton
JJ Perdido
Stephanie Person
Raymond Perzio
Tom Phillips
Elan Pinkas
Stacey Pinkas
Rebecca Pitts
Barbara Prisman
Kerigan Quinn
Danari Ramirez
Miranda Ramirez
Meg Ramsey
Alyson Resnikoff
Sydney Reyes
Adeinmos Reyes
Julian Reiss
Robert S. Robin
Yarden Ronen-Vanheerden
Jacyln Rosenberg
Sibora Sadriraj
Kelly Salguero
Aleks Sandro
Sophia Santiz
Sharon Saunders
Michael Schaanen
Kenneth Schulhof
Martha Schwartz
David Schwartz
Alan Scott
Kevin Sharkey
Alastair Short
Rena Shoy
Kaylyn Sierra
Noah Simon
Elaine Sinaore
Darian Slater
Stephanie Smario
Cheryl Smith
Elena Sodolow
Rob Solo
Jeffrey Souva
Shubhra Silvestava
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Susan Panner Rosen
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Sharon Saunders
Michael Schaanen
Kenneth Schulhof
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Kevin Sharkey
Alastair Short
Rena Shoy
Kaylyn Sierra
Noah Simon
Elaine Sinaore
Darian Slater
Stephanie Smario
Cheryl Smith
Elena Sodolow
Rob Solo
Jeffrey Souva
Shubhra Silvestava
Brian Stautul
Nicholas Storms
David Stragen
Barbara Stutz
Ying Su
Susan Subramanian
Nicole Sullivan
Ryan Sultan
Mano J. Swanson
Annabeth Taub
Eric Terrano
Alysia Thomas
Tiffany Tracey
Donna Tropeano
Aarun Turenshine
Emily Uz
Richard Vannelli
Carmen Vega
Cara Vekallo
Francine Vernon
Paul Ward
Kia Waring
Elizabeth Waterman Keegan
John Weitler
Cora Welliver
Travis Weston
Reid Whitemore
Lindsey Willis
Stephanie Wilson
Samantha Woodley
Judy Yip
Frank Yodice
Marlene Yokel
Sandra Yocon
Pauette Young
Stephany Zheng
Kenneth Epstein
Tony Zuazula
Stuart Zwerling

In-Kind Donors

Paul Blum
Jeanne Bodin
Sharon Boocoo-Vidal
Tynadale Brickley Bloom
Andrea Brown
Carolyn Browne
Lisa Burns
Melissa Campbell
Diana Carcuna
Eileen Canzoneri
Sandra J. Capucano
Daniel Carter
Leann Centilo
Jenny Chen
Paul Chu
Danielle Cles
Trevor Clancy
Amanda Coaxum
Victor Cohen
Craig M. Coricane
Juliet Coulthard
Nicole Angela Coveto
Steve Daley
Valerie Daily
Hugo Danzas
Heid Davidson
Matt D’Elia
Anthony L. DeMaio
Kem Detmillovic
Marsh Dennis
Vidit Desai
Ann Devries
Alessio Di Domenico
Amy K. Doods
Shel DonDadda
Gavin Duke
Keith Edelsein
George Epstein
Mary Elyes
Elizabeth Fabian
Jeremiy Feffer
Laurie Feinsein
Cass Feldman
Elizabeth Feldman
LEGACY SOCIETY

The Children’s Village Legacy Society was formed to honor the many friends who have made a lasting commitment to children and families by remembering The Children’s Village in their estate plans. Thank you for your support!

Platinum Members

Janel Benton
Paul & Barbara Jenkel
Anne Krupman
James & Jacqueline Mann
Thomas & Elizabeth Martin
The Simon Family
Peter & Linda Weiller

Members

Ingrid Albert
David & Frank Alexander
Gregg & Beth Bersock
James Cayne
Peter Ciesko & Jennifer Brady
Leonard Comberdale
Nan Dale
Robert & Traci DeConcini
Edward & Jinna Emerson

If you have mentioned The Children’s Village in your will, give us the opportunity to show our appreciation by making you a member of our Legacy Society. Members have a permanent listing in this annual report, and have their names engraved on our Donor Wall in Wetmore Hall.

For more information on the Legacy Society and estate giving, please contact Jamila Baucom at (914) 693-0600 x1413, or Jbaucom@childrensvillage.org.
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You Gotta Believe

(As of June 30, 2022)
Our mission

The Children’s Village works in partnership with families to help society’s most vulnerable children so that they become educationally proficient, economically productive, and socially responsible members of their communities.